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Code No: 58106                                            Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April-2015 
VEHICLE TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which type of fare system is popular in Europe                 
  A) Flat fare B) Straight line scale  C) Tapered scale  D) Concessional fare  
 
2.  The transport company profit and loss accounts records        
  A) direct cost   B) indirect cost   C) operating cost  D)  commercial vehicle running cost 
 
3.   Third party motor insurance must provide cover for          
  A) employer passengers only    B) fire damage to the policy holder’s vehicle  
  C) theft of the policy holder’s vehicle D) all passengers  
 
4.   A new bus has been inducted into a transport fleet where it should run first? 
  A) muffusial route    B) city service 
  C) interstate express service   D) on contract for private parties 
 
5.   Which one of the following is not a part of concessional fare systems in city passenger transport 

systems?           
  A) Concessional fare for temple goers B) Cheap fares for physically challenged 
  C) Fares for school / college students  D) Travel as you like fare 
 
6.   Which of the following items are shown on a company’s trading account?      
  A) The company’s gross profit only   B) The company’s net profit before tax only  
  C) Both the company’s gross and net profits  D) The company’s net profit after tax only 
 
7.   In route planning which one is not a relevant data       
  A) population       B) VIP’s location  
  C) geographical area in hectares D) number of stops in a route 
 
8.   Which of the following sources of finance would be most appropriate for the construction of a new 

maintenance workshop?        
  A) Debenture   B) Overdraft   C) Provision for tax  D) Creditors 
 
9.    Which of the following seating capacities fall within the definition of a ‘minibus’?    
  A) Driver seat plus eight passengers  
  B) Total seating capacity of 18 persons including the driver 
  C) A 23-seat vehicle re-certified to a total seating capacity of 15 persons  
  D) Rear seating capacity of five, plus two front passenger seats 
 
10.   The document which a supplier of goods or services sends to a customer, summarising the 

accumulated amount the customer owes to the supplier at a particular date, is called    
  A) a statement  B) a quotation   C) a debit note  D) an invoice 
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Code No: 58106                             :2:                Set No. 1 
 
II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.   As the distance increase the charge also increase at the same rate. This is a ______________ 

method of fare system. 
                
12.  The interval between joining the duty to relief of duty including any on duty time    is known as 

____________. 
 
13.   _____________ method of fare collection system is mostly followed in our country. 
 
14.  The interval between arrival and departure at the terminal is known as _________ 
 
15.  Bus garage incurs an expenditure on lubricating oil used exclusively for its maintenance of vehicle. 

This cost should be accounted in ________ cost.  
   
16.   Goods vehicles are taxed on their _____________ weight.  
                           
17.  As a vehicle normally loses some part of its value if it only does a mile on the road during its life is 

called ___________. 
 
18.  Allowance given for bus crew is nearly ______ % of total journey time. 
   
19.  The interest capital cost of machine included in ______________.    
 
20.  In order to cover a given schedule, an operator needs to roster the following total number of daily 

driving duties: Monday to Friday: 10 duties on each day Saturday: 10 duties Sunday: 6 duties If it is 
assumed that a 6 day week is worked, how many drivers are required to cover all the 
duties__________________ 
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Code No: 58106                                            Set No. 2 

JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 
IV B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April-2015 

VEHICLE TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT 
Objective Exam 

Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  
 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.   A new bus has been inducted into a transport fleet where it should run first? 
  A) muffusial route    B) city service 
  C) interstate express service   D) on contract for private parties 
 
2.   Which one of the following is not a part of concessional fare systems in city passenger transport 

systems?           
  A) Concessional fare for temple goers B) Cheap fares for physically challenged 
  C) Fares for school / college students  D) Travel as you like fare 
 
3.   Which of the following items are shown on a company’s trading account?      
  A) The company’s gross profit only   B) The company’s net profit before tax only  
  C) Both the company’s gross and net profits  D) The company’s net profit after tax only 
 
4.   In route planning which one is not a relevant data       
  A) population       B) VIP’s location  
  C) geographical area in hectares D) number of stops in a route 
 
5.   Which of the following sources of finance would be most appropriate for the construction of a new 

maintenance workshop?        
  A) Debenture   B) Overdraft   C) Provision for tax  D) Creditors 
 
6.    Which of the following seating capacities fall within the definition of a ‘minibus’?    
  A) Driver seat plus eight passengers  
  B) Total seating capacity of 18 persons including the driver 
  C) A 23-seat vehicle re-certified to a total seating capacity of 15 persons  
  D) Rear seating capacity of five, plus two front passenger seats 
 
7.   The document which a supplier of goods or services sends to a customer, summarising the 

accumulated amount the customer owes to the supplier at a particular date, is called    
  A) a statement  B) a quotation   C) a debit note  D) an invoice 
8. Which type of fare system is popular in Europe                 
  A) Flat fare B) Straight line scale  C) Tapered scale  D) Concessional fare  
 
9.  The transport company profit and loss accounts records        
  A) direct cost   B) indirect cost   C) operating cost  D)  commercial vehicle running cost 
 
10.  Third party motor insurance must provide cover for          
  A) employer passengers only    B) fire damage to the policy holder’s vehicle  
  C) theft of the policy holder’s vehicle D) all passengers  
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Code No: 58106                             :2:                Set No. 2 
 
II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  The interval between arrival and departure at the terminal is known as _________ 
 
12.  Bus garage incurs an expenditure on lubricating oil used exclusively for its maintenance of vehicle. 

This cost should be accounted in ________ cost.  
   
13.   Goods vehicles are taxed on their _____________ weight.  
                           
14.  As a vehicle normally loses some part of its value if it only does a mile on the road during its life is 

called ___________. 
 
15.  Allowance given for bus crew is nearly ______ % of total journey time. 
   
16.  The interest capital cost of machine included in ______________.    
 
17.  In order to cover a given schedule, an operator needs to roster the following total number of daily 

driving duties: Monday to Friday: 10 duties on each day Saturday: 10 duties Sunday: 6 duties If it is 
assumed that a 6 day week is worked, how many drivers are required to cover all the 
duties______________ 

                     
18.   As the distance increase the charge also increase at the same rate. This is a ______________ 

method of fare system. 
                
19.  The interval between joining the duty to relief of duty including any on duty time    is known as 

____________. 
 
20.   _____________ method of fare collection system is mostly followed in our country. 
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Code No: 58106                                            Set No. 3 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April-2015 
VEHICLE TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.   Which of the following items are shown on a company’s trading account?      
  A) The company’s gross profit only   B) The company’s net profit before tax only  
  C) Both the company’s gross and net profits  D) The company’s net profit after tax only 
 
2.   In route planning which one is not a relevant data       
  A) population       B) VIP’s location  
  C) geographical area in hectares D) number of stops in a route 
 
3.   Which of the following sources of finance would be most appropriate for the construction of a new 

maintenance workshop?        
  A) Debenture   B) Overdraft   C) Provision for tax  D) Creditors 
 
4.    Which of the following seating capacities fall within the definition of a ‘minibus’?    
  A) Driver seat plus eight passengers  
  B) Total seating capacity of 18 persons including the driver 
  C) A 23-seat vehicle re-certified to a total seating capacity of 15 persons  
  D) Rear seating capacity of five, plus two front passenger seats 
 
5.   The document which a supplier of goods or services sends to a customer, summarising the 

accumulated amount the customer owes to the supplier at a particular date, is called    
  A) a statement  B) a quotation   C) a debit note  D) an invoice 
6. Which type of fare system is popular in Europe                 
  A) Flat fare B) Straight line scale  C) Tapered scale  D) Concessional fare  
 
7.  The transport company profit and loss accounts records        
  A) direct cost   B) indirect cost   C) operating cost  D)  commercial vehicle running cost 
 
8.   Third party motor insurance must provide cover for          
  A) employer passengers only    B) fire damage to the policy holder’s vehicle  
  C) theft of the policy holder’s vehicle D) all passengers  
 
9.   A new bus has been inducted into a transport fleet where it should run first? 
  A) muffusial route    B) city service 
  C) interstate express service   D) on contract for private parties 
 
10.   Which one of the following is not a part of concessional fare systems in city passenger transport 

systems?           
  A) Concessional fare for temple goers B) Cheap fares for physically challenged 
  C) Fares for school / college students  D) Travel as you like fare 
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Code No: 58106                             :2:                Set No. 3 
 
II Fill in the Blanks: 
   
11.   Goods vehicles are taxed on their _____________ weight.  
                           
12.  As a vehicle normally loses some part of its value if it only does a mile on the road during its life is 

called ___________. 
 
13.  Allowance given for bus crew is nearly ______ % of total journey time. 
   
14.  The interest capital cost of machine included in ______________.    
 
15.  In order to cover a given schedule, an operator needs to roster the following total number of daily 

driving duties: Monday to Friday: 10 duties on each day Saturday: 10 duties Sunday: 6 duties If it is 
assumed that a 6 day week is worked, how many drivers are required to cover all the 
duties________________  

                    
16.   As the distance increase the charge also increase at the same rate. This is a ______________ 

method of fare system. 
                
17.  The interval between joining the duty to relief of duty including any on duty time    is known as 

____________. 
 
18.   _____________ method of fare collection system is mostly followed in our country. 
 
19.  The interval between arrival and departure at the terminal is known as _________ 
 
20.  Bus garage incurs an expenditure on lubricating oil used exclusively for its maintenance of vehicle. 

This cost should be accounted in ________ cost.  
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Code No: 58106                                            Set No. 4 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April-2015 
VEHICLE TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.   Which of the following sources of finance would be most appropriate for the construction of a new 

maintenance workshop?        
  A) Debenture   B) Overdraft   C) Provision for tax  D) Creditors 
 
2.    Which of the following seating capacities fall within the definition of a ‘minibus’?    
  A) Driver seat plus eight passengers  
  B) Total seating capacity of 18 persons including the driver 
  C) A 23-seat vehicle re-certified to a total seating capacity of 15 persons  
  D) Rear seating capacity of five, plus two front passenger seats 
 
3.   The document which a supplier of goods or services sends to a customer, summarising the 

accumulated amount the customer owes to the supplier at a particular date, is called    
  A) a statement  B) a quotation   C) a debit note  D) an invoice 
 
4. Which type of fare system is popular in Europe                 
  A) Flat fare B) Straight line scale  C) Tapered scale  D) Concessional fare  
 
5.  The transport company profit and loss accounts records        
  A) direct cost   B) indirect cost   C) operating cost  D)  commercial vehicle running cost 
 
6.   Third party motor insurance must provide cover for          
  A) employer passengers only    B) fire damage to the policy holder’s vehicle  
  C) theft of the policy holder’s vehicle D) all passengers  
 
7.   A new bus has been inducted into a transport fleet where it should run first? 
  A) muffusial route    B) city service 
  C) interstate express service   D) on contract for private parties 
 
8.   Which one of the following is not a part of concessional fare systems in city passenger transport 

systems?           
  A) Concessional fare for temple goers B) Cheap fares for physically challenged 
  C) Fares for school / college students  D) Travel as you like fare 
 
9.   Which of the following items are shown on a company’s trading account?      
  A) The company’s gross profit only   B) The company’s net profit before tax only  
  C) Both the company’s gross and net profits  D) The company’s net profit after tax only 
 
10.   In route planning which one is not a relevant data       
  A) population       B) VIP’s location  
  C) geographical area in hectares D) number of stops in a route 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Allowance given for bus crew is nearly ______ % of total journey time. 
   
12.  The interest capital cost of machine included in ______________.    
 
13.  In order to cover a given schedule, an operator needs to roster the following total number of daily 

driving duties: Monday to Friday: 10 duties on each day Saturday: 10 duties Sunday: 6 duties If it is 
assumed that a 6 day week is worked, how many drivers are required to cover all the 
duties_______________________ 

                     
14.   As the distance increase the charge also increase at the same rate. This is a ______________ 

method of fare system. 
                
15.  The interval between joining the duty to relief of duty including any on duty time    is known as 

____________. 
 
16.   _____________ method of fare collection system is mostly followed in our country. 
 
17.  The interval between arrival and departure at the terminal is known as _________ 
 
18.  Bus garage incurs an expenditure on lubricating oil used exclusively for its maintenance of vehicle. 

This cost should be accounted in ________ cost.  
   
19.   Goods vehicles are taxed on their _____________ weight.  
                           
20.  As a vehicle normally loses some part of its value if it only does a mile on the road during its life is 

called ___________. 
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